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GOOD FOOD BAGS

The Education and Health Department have been offering
Good Food Boxes and Bags to their program members every
second Wednesday of the month. This is an excellent
opportunity to obtain fresh fruits and vegetables. Check
out more news from the Departments starting on page 7.
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Gilakas’la, nugwa’am Yakawilas. Gayutłan’lax Tsaxis, gayutłan’laxa
Kwagʼuł. Gilakas’la Tsawout la’akus hitłga gaxanuxw laxus awinagwisex.

My name is Coreen Child and I carry the ancestral Kwak’wala name
Yakawilas, ‘a place where property is given’. I am from the Kwakiutl
(Kwagiulth) First Nation on northern Vancouver Island and I am currently
living with my lifelong partner Musgam’dzi and our three daughters in
WSÁNEĆ Traditional Territory.

September 3rd 2019 was my first day as the Education Manager for
Tsawout First Nation and I feel very honoured to be part of your staff and
look forward to meeting your children, youth, elders, parents, guardians,
knowledge keepers and families.

I would like to acknowledge the Traditional Territory of the Tsawout First
Nation, under the leadership of Chief Nick Claxton and Council members
Abraham Pelkey, Bruce Underwood, John Etzel, John Wilson, Mary Ann
Sam, Mavis Underwood, Samantha Etzel, Stanley Sam and the Elders who provide guidance and direction for their
leadership’s work on behalf of the membership.

As your Education Manager, it gives me great pleasure to present the growing Education Department Team. In the short
time I have been here I have witnessed the staff’s genuine commitment to advancing Education for the members of
Tsawout.

We had our first Education Department Meeting on September 13th 2019 to discuss the program successes and excitements.
We also shared our dreams and aspirations on how to better serve the community to participate in the greater vision of
Education moving forward. Our Next meeting is September 27th 2019. We will be making plans to reach out to the
community - so stay tuned.

The first few weeks, I focused on the Education Department Funding Agreements and notified the funders ofmy position
and connected to the Band Manager and Financial Controller to make sure our knowledge aligned so that our Education
Department can be successful in fulfilling the deliverables for the funding agreements and reporting. This will allow us
to identify the future needs of the programs as well as how to seek advice from the community. We will share highlights
each month as the Education Department.

Getting to know the staff has been an amazing
experience and I feel very welcomed to the Tsawout First
Nation Community. If you have any questions please feel
free to contact me or visit my office. I look forward to
hearing from you.

Yakawilas – Coreen Child, Education Manager
educationmanager@tsawout.ca
(250) 652-9101 ext. 326
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Message from the Education Manager



Hello, my name is Lillian Underwood and I was recently hired as the new Employment Counsellor Trainee
here at Tsawout First Nation. This is my third week working here and learning about CSETS (Coast Salish
Employment Training Services) and I am loving my job.

Since I started working here I have been learning all the terms and acronyms that are associated with this
position. For example, I was asked to submit PIF’S? I soon learned that stood for Personal Information Forms.
I have been organizing client files and updating current hardcopies.

Part ofmy job includes meeting with clients and helping them with their search for employment and that
includes supporting members with creating their resumes and building transportation plans as well as
researching their needs for future programming. I’ve been talking with clients to see where the barriers are
that may keep them unemployed. One such barrier could be as easy as having no proper ID or the need to
build family support. To fill out the CSETS forms I need to have proper status cards on file and not numbers
only. There are a lot of forms for clients to fill out when applying for courses to help them secure employment.
I would like to know what the community members need before programs are planned.

I have been researching what kinds of programs have been offered this past year and in years past. In my
research I learned that one very successful program that was offered here was the culinary arts classes. It
went really well and some of the feedback I am receiving is to run another culinary arts program again. I
have been doing some follow up with clients who recently completed the Tsawout Employment Training from
May 21-June 27, 2019, and learned that the certificates they received (Mini Excavator, Small Engine Repair,
Forklift, Lift Truck Operator, First Aid, Fall Protection and Confined Space) has already opened employment
doors for them.

In reading past emails, one of the emails is from the Peninsula Industry Committee. I emailed the person
organizing and let him know I am new to this position and wanted to attend their next meeting. I then found
out that no one from here or any other First Nation offices has ever attended their meetings in past 10 years.
When I attended the meeting there was myself and another First Nations from Songhee’s First Nation there.
We were the first two to ever attend. I learned there are a lot of companies looking for employees and one of
their main struggles is transportation for their employees. Transportation to work for our clients here at
Tsawout has been a barrier as well. I want to be a bridge builder and support ways to have companies reach
out to our members for employment.

In viewing the documents since I started working here, meeting awesome staff and wonderful clients, I am
fully excited and thankful to be here working at Tsawout. Thank you for this opportunity.
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Employment Trainee Counsellor, Lillian Underwood



Our new Education Manager, Corrine Child
and new Employment Training Assistant,
Lillian Underwood helping Tabita to
prepare new lunch bags for students who
attended the Welcome Back special event

The Welcome Back Event was a success! A hot lunch was provided to feed 75-100 people who included the
Tsawout Learning House students. There were 60 lunch bags given away to children in pre-school – high
school. Beacon Services set up a table to give away children’s clothing and books from 1000x5.

We had a C.O.H.I. table set up to provide screening and fluoride varnish for children registered in the
community age 0-7 years. There were 10 children seen by dental hygienist.

We had entertainment by Tickles the Clown and a draw to give away gift cards to Thrifty Foods, water bottles,
insulated bags, lunch bag freezer packs, teen packs for self-care and one family pizza coupon.

The Good Food Box Program is sponsored by the Health Department for
50 diabetic clients; and the Head Start Department sponsors 22 veggies
and 8 fruit bags for mothers with infants to age 1 year, as well as for
clients in need and for children who made it to dental appointments this
month. There are a total of 78 veggie bags and 35 fruit bags delivered
every second Wednesday of the month.

This year, the Head Start Department will sponsor children age 0-7 years
from 53 families who have registered their child with the C.O.H.I
program. Each family will receive a fruit bag once a month for allowing
their child to be screened and offered 2-4 fluoride varnishes a school
year. It’s the motto of the Children Oral Health Initiative to encourage
children to” Eat Their Juice.”

This year a new Grief & Loss support group met on Friday, Sept. 13th at
the Anglican Holy Trinity Church. They will meet every second Friday of
the month from 12:00 noon – 3:00 pm with a light lunch. Transportation
is provided and invitations are open to members of the Tseycum, Pauquachin, and Tsawout community. An
elder from Tsawout First Nation will help to facilitate the session to provide spiritual leadership and teachings.
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EDUCATION NEWS
Head Start Coordinator, Tabita Marks



At Tsawout Learning House after-school Program our goal is to ensure that every student is provided the
highest quality of support, and to create a safe learning environment to meet all their individual and diverse
learning styles. Parents and relatives: your suggestions and feedback to our staff is very important, as this
will help us ensure your child/ren achieves their very best! Thank you for entrusting your child/ren with our
new staff, who are feeling very excited to have this opportunity to work at Tsawout Learning House.

We welcome and greatly appreciate the assistance of our volunteers of the University of Victoria, seven 4th
Year Practicum Nurses. The nurses began with an orientation and team building at Todd Inlet on September
9th. Tracy Underwood did a presentation about the history of the land, and the language of the peninsula and
it was great to have the Tsawout Learning House staff participate with them also.
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EDUCATION NEWS
Learning House Coordinator, Stephanie Adams

Introducing our UVIC Practicum Students

Talia Tanner, Grades 6-12

“I have always respected and admired First Nations
people and their culture. I have chosen this
placement as it allows me to experience firsthand
some of the insights I have learned during my
nursing undergraduate, with courses focusing on
First Nations’ culture and indigenous ways of
knowing. I am grateful to get to be a part of this
community and engage with these kids’ lives and
their learning. I look forward to the reciprocity and
mutual learning that will occur during my time here.

In regards to my future practice, I am not sure where
I will be practicing as a full time nurse; however I
do know that it will be on Vancouver Island,
therefore, the knowledge I receive from this
placement will be beneficial to me both personally
and professionally.”

Jessica Scott, Grades 6-12

“Hi! My name is Jessica and I am so excited to be a part of the Tsawout after school program team and learn all
I can from Tsawout First Nation. I chose this placement for my 4th year nursing community placement because
I love working with kids and it is a great opportunity to become more educated about communities we live with
on the island and their cultures. As well as this, I hope to work up north in rural communities in the future as a
registered nurse and eventually a nurse practitioner.”
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EDUCATION NEWS
Introducing our UVIC Practicum Students

Brooke Ellis, Intermediate Classroom

“Hello! My name is Brooke and I am one of the Uvic nursing students working alongside the amazing
afterschool program staff! It was my love of interacting with new people and families that initially
drew me to enter the nursing program, and my passion for nursing has only increased since starting.
I am so excited and grateful to have been given the opportunity to teach, discover, and learn from the
staff, participants and families involved in this program!”

Rebecca Nguyen, Intermediate Classroom

“My name is Rebecca Nguyen. I was born and
raised in Victoria. My cultural background is
Vietnamese. I am a fourth year nursing student
and currently working as a recreational leader
as well. I will be working the aftercare with
grades 3-5. I’m very excited to have the
opportunity to work with the Tsawout staff and
community!”

Eden Smith, Primary Classroom

“I am from the North of British Columbia, on the traditional
territory of the Dane-Zaa and the Cree First Nations. I am
looking forward to all that I will learn through collaborating
with T.L.H. during my clinical placement, and I hope to be
able to contribute meaningfully. When I graduate I plan to
return to the North.”

Michelle Cassidy

“My name is Michelle Cassidy, I am from the Cowichan Valley and I originally chose to go into nursing in order
to be better equipped to make a difference within my community. I am still unsure of the exact area of nursing I
would like to work in after graduation but I enjoy working with kids and I felt that this community placement
would provide me with new experiences and new learning that would be valuable to my future practice where
ever I end up.”

Rebecca Moore, Primary Classroom

“My name is Becca and I’m a fourth year nursing student from the University of Victoria. I chose this
placement at the Tsawout After-School Program because I really enjoy working with children! I want
to increase my knowledge of the different developmental stages, as well as continue my learning about
the Indigenous culture. I hope to take forward what I learn here and apply it to my future career as a
nurse, wherever I end up working. I’m looking forward to the rest of the school year!"



Carolina Stratievsky, Education Assistant

“Hello! My name is Carolina. I am the new Education Assistant
for the little ones here at the Tsawout after school Program.
I am very excited to start this new chapter in my life. I have
a special needs little girl who has been teaching me so much
about life and many other things. She is the reason I have
decided to quit my previous career and work directly with
children. Helping the kids gives me a greater meaning in life
and hopefully it will make a difference in theirs as well.

I'm very grateful for the opportunity this community has
given me to be part of this program. Parents, I'd love to meet
with you in person and have a chat with you about your
expectations and also if you have any suggestions, please do
not be shy.”
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Introducing Tsawout Learning House Education
Assistant for Intermediate Classroom Students,
Stephanie Henry-Voyageur.

Welcome to New Staff at Tsawout Learning House

Beatrice Sam, Learning House Youth Cultural Worker

“ȻELIWELWET TŦE NE SNÁ. ĆSE LA,E SEN ET WSÁNEC

Hello Everyone, My name is Beatrice Sam and I have recently been hired
to work with SȾÁUTW I TOTELNEW AUTW after-school Program. My
position is the Youth Cutlural Worker and I am in the Primary Classroom.
I have a wonderful co-worker Ms. Carol. We will promote reading and
ask parents to let us know what specifically you would want your child
to work on (printing, social skills, SENĆOŦEN Language, etc). If you can,
please send a booklet(s) to the program for them.

HÍSWKE SI,IAM ȻELIWELWET”



My SENĆOŦEN name is KÁNTENOT, my english name is Helena
Norris. I am from the W ̱SÁNEĆ Nation and from Halalt First
Nation. As a Language Teacher we create age appropriate
activities to stimulate and develop their intellectual, physical,
emotional and cultural growth. The ultimate goal of the
Language Nest and its associated activities/initiatives is to
engage Tsawout First Nation children and their parents/families
in the possibility of learning our SENĆOŦEN Language and keep
it going for our future, so they may carry forth the enthusiasm,
self-esteem and initiative to learn in the future.

I am honored to be teaching SENĆOŦEN language at the
SȾÁUTW ̱ SENĆOŦEN,ÁUTW ̱. I am one of the SENĆOŦEN teachers
teaching the language to 3-5 year olds in the language Nest. It is
a great opportunity to teach the children while they are young and in their first years of life. I am excited for
the New Year 2019/2020 and welcome all the previous and new families that are coming into the language
nest. We look forward to a great year of teaching and learning with our children. The children learn and
absorb the language so quick. I love to watch the children learn and grow every year in the SENĆOŦENlanguage.
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EDUCATION NEWS
Language Nest Coordinator/Headstart Assistant, Haley Sylvester

SȾÁUTW ̱ SENĆOŦEN,ÁUTW (SENĆOŦEN LANGUAGE NEST)

SȾÁUTW ̱ SENĆOŦEN,ÁUTW is a language program for children from birth to five years old where they are
immersed in their First Nations language. A language nest provides a safe, home-like environment for young
children to interact with fluent speakers of the language. The goal of Language Nest is not to “teach” children
the language, but rather to create an environment where language can be acquired naturally, as infants
acquire their first language.

Vision Statement:

Our vision is the empowerment of our people, spiritually, intellectually, physically and emotionally, by providing
through mutual understanding a safe, open and fair environment for our community. Appreciating our youth
and valuing our elders through traditional teachings and cultural practices. Along this journey, we will treat
each other with respect, empathy, strength, pride and equality.

Mission Statement:

Our mission is to teach the SENĆOŦEN language through kindness to community families and to provide a
comfortable place to learn SENĆOŦEN for parents and children in a home-like environment.

The SȾÁUTW ̱ SENĆOŦEN,ÁUTW Team



My name is KÁNTENOT (Haley
Sylvester). I come from SȾAUTW ̱,
and I’m the language nest
coordinator. I coordinate and
support the teachers, knowledge
keepers, fluent speakers and
support staff to build the
Language Nest Program.

Hi, my name is KLITS-AT (Jackson Swan and I come from Ahousaht. I am
a father of 5 (4 girls and 1 son). My wife ŦIWINEMOT (Marlene Sylvester-
Swan) and I love them very much. My wife comes from SȾÁUTW ̱. I’ve
been working here at SENĆOŦEN ÁUTW ̱ (language nest) for 8 months
and I work here as a cook and responsible adult. I’m enjoying my time
here; the kids and I are learning how to speak SENĆOŦEN. It is a great
honour to learn a new language other than my own. Since I’ve been
working here I’ve now been adopted as an uncle to all the kids. It is so
amazing watching the kids grow.

STOȾŦEMOT TŦE NE SNÁ ĆSE LÁ,E SEN EṮ BOḰEĆEN
ĆȺI SEN AȽE EṮ TŦE SȾÁUTW ̱ SENĆOŦEN,ÁUTW ̱ NIȽ ĆESE SĆELÁNEṈ
WU̱ĆIST SEN TŦE 0-3 STELIṮKEȽ.
U SLAȾE NE ȾÁLE ȻNES XEXȽÁM TŦE STELIṮKEȽ JISEN I ITOTELṈEW ̱
TŦE SENĆOŦEN SḰÁL.
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The SȾÁUTW ̱ SENĆOŦEN,ÁUTW Team

Larralee Sam is my borrowed
name, STOȾŦEMOT is the name I
go by at work - it is what the kids
know me as. I am from
Pauquachin First Nation and have
worked here in SȾÁUTW ̱ for two
years, going on to my third year
this year. It fills my heart to be
able to watch the babies grow and
learn the language. I am very
blessed in my job as a SENĆOŦEN
language teacher with the 0-3 year
old children.

My name is KÁNTENOT (Helen
Jack). I come from SȾÁUTW ̱ and
I am one of the elders that works
with the children here at the
language nest. I assist in
supporting the SENĆOŦEN
language learning, provide
encouragement and assist in
program development.
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Funding Acknowledgement:

I also want to acknowledge the funders connected to the Education Department:

Aboriginal Service Plan Camosun College
Aboriginal Service Plan University of Victoria
BC Aboriginal Child Care Society
Coast Salish Employment & Training Society
First Nations Education Steering Committee
First Nations Schools Association
First People Cultural Council
Jordan’s Principle
National Child Benefit
New Relationship Trust
Province of BC (Ministry of Children and Family Development)
Service Canada

Note: Education Manager works closely with the Health Director to oversee the Head Start funding

EDUCATION NEWS
Our Education Department Team
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HEALTH NEWS

Reiki

Used for stress management, relaxation, focus and
clear thinking, detoxifying, helps with sleep, and
many other issues. Reiki is holistic and the energy
goes to wherever it is needed for body, mind, spirit,
and emotions.

Sessions Dates:
Oct. 15th & 29th, Nov. 12th & 26th; Dec. 10th

Session Times:
10am – 11am; 11am-12pm; 1pm -2pm

GaChing Kong

Mondays from 10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Call (250) 652-1149 or drop in to the Tsawout
Health Clinic to make appointments

Health Clinic Activities
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HOUSING NEWS
Tsawout Housing: building towards safe, adequate, affordable housing

encouraging home owners and tenants to be selfreliant, empowered

individuals who secure safe homes for their families.

HOUSING NEWS
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HOUSING NEWS

Tsawout Housing

The ongoing housing review acknowledges there are
33 units with active mortgages. Each of those units
are expected to pay monthly rent to the Nation. The
rental rates are

$480 per month or

$580 per month

It is extremely important for tenants to please keep
up with your monthly rentals, there is a long list of
members who hope to someday get into these units
and who are willing to pay the monthly costs.

There are a number of units who have “rental
arrears” for housing or renovations please make an
effort to make payments.

Future Housing

Tsawout has an opportunity to apply for Section 95
housing and the criteria is the homes have to be built
on BAND LAND. If you own “CP’d” property, to become
eligible for Section 95 Housing you must be willing to
transfer a piece of your property to Band land.
Contact Housing/Administration in writing if you
would like to meet to discuss these types of
opportunities.

To qualify for individual mortgage housing, you need
to have the following:

• good credit

• ability to save a down payment (est $5,500)

• land to build on

• permanent/long term job or other income

You may be eligible to apply for an “Individual
Mortgage” through the Bank ofMontreal for up to
$200,000. This results in a relationship between you

and the Bank. The band does not become a landlord
for your home. You would enter into a 25 year mort-
gage with the bank and pay monthly mortgage pay-
ments. Let any of council know if you have any
questions on how to become eligible.

Requests for Major Renovations

If you have been waiting for renovations please
forward an updated letter to Housing/Administration
outlining your request, it's important to keep all of
your information up to date and also serves as a good
reminder. We will continue to do the best we can in
addressing requests.

Requests for Housing Repairs

Please be reminded the band does not receive housing
repair dollars and for those homeowners who do not
pay mortgage, you are expected to take care of regular
home maintenance, minor plumbing repairs and
appliance replacements on your own. If you are on
social assistance, social development MAY be able to
help you.

We encourage home owners to take the initiative to
do your own repairs and not rely on the band
otherwise frustration grows when there are no
avenues to address all the housing concerns brought
forward. We receive calls daily for plumbing repairs,
broken windows, garbage pick up, lock changes,
heavy garbage clean up. These expenses grow and
we are looking at implementing “Home Maintenance”
workshops to build the skills in the community for
self repairs.

Most homeowners pay for their own plumbers,
window repairs, etc. , we will support training
community members through these types of home
maintenance workshops.
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= GARBAGE = COMPOST= RECYCLING

IMPORTANT NOTES

GARBAGE PICK-UP (ONCE A WEEK). If your garbage is missed or not picked up, call BFI directly at 250-652-4414

COMPOST (BI-WEEKLY). If your compost is missed or not picked up, call Refuse at 250-381-6007. If called the
same day or early the next day, it is possible to have it picked up the same week if they are in the area and
they will ask you to have it at the end of the driveway by 7:00 am on whichever date they advise. If not, it
will have to wait until the next regular pick-up date.

RECYCLE (BI-WEEKLY). If your recycle is missed or not picked up, call Emterra at 250-385-4399. Call by 11:00
the next day and they can probably do a pick-up. If any later, it would have to wait until the next pick-up date.

Reminder that the Heavy Garbage Program has ended. Please do not leave heavy garbage on the side of the
road. We continue to clean up the dumpsite on Longhouse Road from the previous years programs. Please
discard your heavy garbage at local metal recycle or Hartland landfill.
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GARBAGE, COMPOST & RECYCLING DAYS



Catering is available upon request at an additional
cost.

Projectors and projector screens are also avalable.

Projector: $50

Screen: $20

Table Cloths $2 per table

Setup and host included in rental

Please contact Sandi Charlie for booking
information.

Additional Information:

Phone 250-652-9101 or send an email to Sandi Charlie at
reception@tsawout.ca.

TSAWOUT FACILITY RENTALS
Are you planning a party or a special event? Tsawout's Community Facility has some great spaces to hold
your special gathering! Our facilities are available to both Tsawout members and the general public.
Daily and hourly rates are available.
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